
In 2018, adidas called upon Moment Creative to help deliver an 
event that celebrated their NBA Rookie of the Year candidate, 
Donovan Mitchell. Although Donovan didn’t end up winning the 
award, his stewardship in the community, his play on the court, 
and his overall attitude has won him the adoration of many fans 
across the country. 

The battle between Nike and adidas, Ben Simmons and Donovan 
Mitchell was well documented during their 2018 rookie campaigns. 
adidas wanted this event to strike a balance between the fun 
banter between the two brands and Donovan’s down-to-earth 
demeanor. To do so, we created an event that was original, 
creative, had access to product exclusives, and was family-friendly.

To hype the event, we developed a CTA that challenged LA area 
residents to Beat the Rookie in a pop-a-shot tournament. Hundreds 
of fans registered for a chance, but only 30 were selected to be a 
part of the bracket. Hosted by LA Clippers and Sparks arena host, 
Frenchy, the tournament pitted contestants against each other 
with a chance to play Donovan himself in the championship match. 

Donovan arrived to the event in his custom SPIDA Sprinter van, with 
over 1,000 fans lining the Santa Monica Promenade to greet him.

Timing was perfect as the semi-final game was concluding right as 
Donovan arrived. Donovan greeted his pop-a-shot foe and jumped 
right into the best-of-5 championship series. Donovan prevailed in 
5 games, but the excitement lived on throughout the weekend as 
the pop-a-shot units remained a part of the overall retail display 
for 7 total days.

After the contest, Donovan took part in a custom hoodie making 
station. Any consumer who made a basketball purchase of $100 
or more was gifted a screen printed hoodie that the consumers 
made themselves. Complete with various Donovan/Spida design 
options, consumers picked hoodie color, design, and then 
proceeded to pull their own screen. Donovan and his entire family 
made hoodies, before heading to the back of the store for an 
autograph session with fans.

After 100 lucky fans got the chance to meet Donovan, DM and 
his sister were presented a unique gift. Because the event 
coincided with the World Cup, Donovan and his sister, Jordan, 
were presented with #45 jerseys from each Germany, Mexico, and 
Argentina. It was that extra Moment that will be remembered by 
Donovan, family, and fans for a long time to come.
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